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Introduction

In recent years there has been a growing interest in the
Internet-of-Things (IoT), leading to an expanding number of
wireless environment and application domains in which IoT
deployments are realized. Over the course of its lifetime,
an IoT device will be exposed to different environments and
varying demands in terms of network throughput, latency,
power consumption, etc. For instance, consider the case of
transportation and logistics where sensors will be attached
to goods, pallets and containers, monitoring their respective
state. These nodes need to work optimally every step of the
supply chain: from frequent monitoring in densely packed
warehouses to infrequent monitoring during overseas transit. The Medium Access Control (MAC) plays a major role
in how a device handles the (changing) application requirements and environment. Unfortunately today there is no onesize-fits-all MAC protocol that works well in all cases. This
causes an ever increasing number of MAC protocols that are
each optimized for a certain application [1]. There have also
been some hybrid or adaptive protocols developed to cope
with different environments [2], but even they have limitations in reconfiguring the parameters or changing the behaviour of MAC protocols.
For the sensor devices in the example to work optimally
over the entire trading lane, on-the-fly MAC reconfiguration
or even replacement is required. This would also be beneficial for bug fixing or adapting to newer standards. Currently, on commercially available wireless radio chips, it is
very hard to adapt or change MAC protocols on-the-fly after
deployment. Moreover, also at development time it is cumbersome to port MAC protocols to new hardware platforms.
This limits the reuse of the developed protocols between devices with a different radio installed.
We propose an architecture that enables us to (i) make onthe-fly changes to MAC protocol parameters, (ii) change the
entire MAC protocol and (iii) upgrade the protocols over the
air. This will enable users to better incorporate differing application needs. The end goal is to create an App Store where
protocol developers can make their custom MAC protocols
available to the public, as shown in Fig. 1. That way a user
can select the protocol(s) that most suit his needs without any
knowledge about the protocol implementation.

Figure 1: Concept of MAC protocol App Store as part of
TAISC (RB = Radio Binary)
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Framework

To achieve the goals set in Section 1, the Time Annotated
Instruction Set Computer (TAISC) was introduced [3],
a framework for hardware independent MAC protocol
development and management. The framework gives us
advantages in three key areas.
Firstly, TAISC introduces a cross-compilation phase allowing the developer to compile the same protocol code for
different devices. This enables users to rapidly create their
own custom MAC protocol that can be deployed on all their
different IoT devices. The App Store can quickly be filled
with a wide array of different MAC protocols. Secondly,
the code efficiency for MAC protocols is a factor three
smaller compared to their Contiki or TinyOS counterparts,
albeit with a larger core (+- 10kB ROM). The core enables
installing multiple MAC protocols on a single device. Due
to the small protocol code size, it can be distributed over
the air using only a few packets. Our version of CSMA/CA

for example, with a size of 470 bytes, can be distributed
with only four packets. Lastly, a MAC protocol and its
parameters can be switched on the fly: the execution of the
protocol stack doesn’t need to be stopped. This ensures that
the MAC layer is highly adaptable at runtime.
TAISC is an essential building block in the WiSHFUL
architecture1 . It enables to build unified programming interfaces (UPIs) for local and remote protocol configuration and
monitoring according to the WiSHFUL vision[4]. WiSHFUL aims to incorporate cognitive adaptations of radio
operation and automated run-time network intelligence, by
means of flexible and unified radio and network control. The
WiSHFUL UPIs can be used by local and global intelligent
engines to gather node-local or network-wide information
and to dynamically select the most optimal radio and
network configurations. Over the air MAC replacement
is provided the Generic extensions for Internet-of-Things
ARchitectures (GITAR)[5].
Our vision of a MAC protocol App Store has partly been
fulfilled. The on the fly adaptations of the MAC protocols
is fully working, over the air replacement is still a work in
progress. Future work will concentrate on finalizing GITAR,
as well as supporting large scale networks. The number
of supported platforms will be increased along with the
development of a wide range of MAC protocols.
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Demo: MAC protocol switching

To showcase the architecture, MAC protocol switching
will be shown during the demo. The sensor nodes being
used, running Contiki, have a series of protocols preinstalled. Currently the available MAC protocols are limited
to CSMA/CA, TDMA and TSCH. These protocols each
have some parameters that can be adapted: CSMA/CA has a
changeable contention window, for TDMA the channel can
be changed as well as changes to the slot layout and slot size
and for TSCH the hopping sequence can be altered. The
demo will start with turning on 16 nodes that are fixed on a
board. Each of them will be sending packets with a size of
128 bytes at a fixed data rate. The initial global throughput
will be quite low, but later on in the experiment the data rate
will be enlarged via the user interface. The current setup can
be seen in figure 2. The cables connected to the device are
only present for monitoring purposes.
The attendees can make a choice of protocol that, in their
opinion, is the best for the current situation. The initial
protocol could be CSMA/CA, a basic contention-based
access protocol. When the protocol has properly started,
the behavior can be assessed: the attendees will be able to
monitor network parameters (network throughput, packet
loss, etc.) on a screen. The main question will be if this
protocol is optimal for this situation. To simulate changing
application requirements the general traffic flow will be
increased until the global throughput stagnates. The protocol
parameters will be changed in an attempt to better handle
1 http://www.wishful-project.eu

Figure 2: Example node set-up. Visual graphs are also
shown were users can see the current performance and
can decide to switch to a different MAC protocol at
run-time.
the traffic. At some point the attendees will decide that the
current protocol might be less suitable. The nodes need
to switch to a different protocol, to a time slotted protocol
(TDMA) for example. The behavior of new protocol will
be compared to the old one: have there been any noticeable
improvements? Finally, to showcase the cross-compilation,
it will be demonstrated that the same MAC protocols can be
installed on a sensor node as well as on a Software Defined
Radio (SDR) platform.
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